FAQ - Tablebench

Modern
interpretation
of a classic
picnic table

Use
Which features does the Tablebench offer me?
The Tablebench is a modern interpretation of the classic picnic table. The existing
design has been cut in half, adding value and multifunctionality in its function. The
Tablebench can be used in different settings, making it a smart and versatile design.
Because of the added back support on one side of the tabletop, it can be used in both
directions: as a bench or as a table.

Safety
What safety hazards does the Tablebench pose?
Besides edges and corners that can be bumped into, there are no particular safety
hazards with the Tablebench.

Maintenance
What do I need to pay attention to when maintaining the Tablebench?
The Tablebench is available in two wood options. They both require different
maintenance:
Accoya: Spray the wood twice a year with cleaning vinegar and let it stand for three
days. After this, clean with a brush and water. To make it easier to clean the table, you
can treat it with a coating. However, this does not prolong the lifespan of the Accoya
wood. Do not use a high-pressure cleaner.
Larch: Treat the wood with an oil treatment about twice a year. This will slow down the
aging process of the wood and help with easier cleaning. Always apply a thin layer of
oil. Do not use a high-pressure cleaner.
How important is maintenance to the Tablebench?
As with any wooden furniture, we recommend cleaning and maintaining the wood
regularly to prolong the lifespan of the Tablebench.

Weather conditions
Which weather conditions will the Tablebench withstand?
The Tablebench is designed for outdoor use and will withstand daily weather
conditions. Leaving it outside, however, will slowly cause the wood to gray. If you want
to prevent this natural aging of the wood, the Tablebench can be treated with a wood
oil before use and as maintenance.

Material
What materials does the Tablebench consist of?
Accoya wood, electrophotic painted and powder coated steel.
Larch wood, electro galvanized and powdercoated steel.
How much does the Tablebench weigh?
Tablebench 2-seater Accoya/Larch: 25 kg / 55 lbs
Tablebench 4-seater Accoya/Larch: 40 kg / 88 lbs.
Is the Tablebench easy to move?
The Tablebench is easy to take a hold of and lift. We do recommend lifting the
Tablebench with more than one person.

Packaging
How will the Tablebench be packaged?
The Tablebench is delivered in two flat pack boxes.
What packaging materials are used?
Cardboard.
What are the dimensions of the packaging?
Tablebench 2-seater: 75 x 72 x 7,5 cm & 114 x 38 x 11 cm
Tablebench 4-seater: 75 x 72 x 7,5 cm & 214 x 38 x 11 cm

